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Automotive glass

BTF bending and
tempering furnace

Since its introduction last year, the prototype of Ianua’s
new bending and tempering furnace has been fully

operational at an automotive glass plant producing glass
 for small sport cars and helicopters. An upgraded model of

the furnace
 is already on the

drawing board - the
BTF/2 - which

will have a double
chamber and a

capacity
of more

than 45 loads per
hour for 3.2-mm

thick glass.

I anua’s bending and tempering
system based on gravity bending
and a patented air support final

heating is rapidly gaining foothold in the
market. The prototype of the BTF, installed at a

Risto Nikander*

IANUA

Finind group company at the beginning of this
year, is fully occupied in producing glass for
small sports cars, other prestigious cars, and
also helicopter glasses, following the most
stringent specifications.
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Complex shapes with
perfect optics

In most other systems, the glass is pressed or
stops on a roller at tempering temperature. If
bending takes place outside the furnace, the
glass must be overheated to compensate for
temperature loss, and optical problems
increase. The benefit of the patented BTF
system is that at high temperatures nothing but
the ring mould touches the glass, and the ring
mould touches only the periphery. Thanks to
this system, perfect glass surface and optical
quality are obtained. The optical quality well
exceeds the specifications set for  automotive
windscreens - for sidelights and backlights, the
specifications are less demanding than for
windscreens.

The patented air-supported final heating also
gives great benefits with glass shapes. Using
well-known localised heating technology,
difficult glass shapes can be bent. After
bending, the glass can be heated to tempering
temperature by supporting the glass by a
slightly higher over pressure of hot air. The air
pressure is adjusted to produce any ordinary
cross curvature. Thus, difficult
and deep bent glasses are possible
without press bending, and still
perfect optics are maintained. The
BTF can also produce very simple
shapes. It can probably produce
simpler shapes than any other
horizontal and bending machine
in the world with the quench ring
technique. Final limits have not
been tested.

Simple tooling and quick
changeover

The tooling is quite simple. It
consists of a bending and
tempering ring and collar. The
collar remains in the furnace
during production and it can be
changed quickly by shuttle and
change frame. The hot collar is

cooled in the tempering section and replaced by
a new collar. The CNC-controlled shuttle puts
the collar into the correct position in the
furnace. The rings are quickly exchangeable.

The quench head shapes are also quickly
adjustable to various shapes for variable radius,
backlights, sidelights and others. The adjustable
shape mechanism includes a patented quench
pattern maintenance system. Independent of the
radius, to which a nozzle block is adjusted, air
jets impinging the glass (the quench pattern) are
maintained constant. This makes the adjustment
also easier. The minimum theoretic radius for
the glass is 450 mm, but shorter radiuses are
also possible, especially with thicker glasses.
For conical, very complex and extremely sharp
radiuses, special complex quench shapes can be
made.

Commercial success
Sale of the BTF furnace started one year ago

and to date 5 purchase contracts have been
entered into. The contracts are for single
chamber furnaces with similar specifications to
that of the prototype, but in fact, the furnace has
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been completely redesigned to improve
economy, better quench shape adjustability, etc.
Deliveries of these furnaces will be made to a
number of Ianua customers around the world,
in Asia, North America and the Near East.

Based on the experience gained with the
combination heating of the Convair® flat
tempering systems, the higher capacity model of
the BTF furnace will be a double chamber
model.  The first heating section will be a high-
efficiency combination heating, convection
and irradiation system. Based on a new
invention in heating and glass transfer, the BTF/
2 will only use one bending and tempering

ring even in a double
chamber furnace. This
saves in tooling costs
and makes more
uniform and repeat-
able glasses as
variations caused by
ring shape differences
are avoided. Thanks
to efficient com-
bination heating, it is
expected that double
chamber furnace will
reach a capacity of up
to 45 - 50 loads per
hour with 3.2-mm-
thick glass and with
simple shapes.

Fig. 3
Single
chamber
BTF being
set for
production

Fig. 4
Recommended
layout of
BTF double
chamber
machine
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